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Hari Om Bert,
i spoke with Terry after i'd talked with you and we mapped out a plan for Friday. Part of
that is to address where to after Sunday and he is on the same page as far as task force role
and my role needing to devolve back to MM. So I'll put together an email for the group re
that and incorporate what seems useful from yours, to be developed further on Friday
when we are together.
Thanks,
Ahimsa
On Tue, Apr 15, 2014 at 1:45 PM, Bert Franzen <bertfranzen@electassociates.com.au>
wrote:
Hello Ahimsadhara
The task force was really formed to help guide MM through the issues that have arisen
as a result of the abuse matters. The Easter Sunday activities is really the culmination of
that work but I feel that we need to develop a clear handover plan for how issues are
going to be managed post Easter, and so that the MM management team can take
ownership once again.
I therefore propose to the Task Force the following:
1.       That the Taskforce as its final duty, work with MM to determine a post
Easter Sunday strategy for supporting the victims. It is my view that Real
Justice can form part of this longer term view as can other organisations such as
Adults surviving child abuse and some of the other services that Yogasandhan’s
research and discussion with the RC identified.
2.       That you, as the current interface with the victims, should consider yourself
only as a referral facility so you can a) leverage and maintain the trust you have
developed with the victims, but, b) guide the victims who make contact with
you to the relevant support services.
3.       It is my view that MM should finance this support service on behalf of the
victims which should be a relatively modest investment.
4.       That post Easter, the task force assume a purely strategic role where it looks
after the Satyananda brand as it pertains to historic abuse etc but can delegate
various tactical functions to the Management team at MM on a day to day basis.
  
I believe that part of the outcome on Friday’s meeting with Terry should be gain
agreement on the Taskforce’s next step.
Kind regards
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